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FINDING A WAY
ith a global pandemic comes global implications, and international private
medical insurance (IPMI) and healthcare has had more than its share of
disruption to address over the last two years.
The Covid-19 crisis has created both positive and negative drivers for
the market – on one hand, awareness of the value of health and wellbeing products
and services has never been higher.
Meanwhile on the other hand, employers face colossal fiscal and organisational
challenges in adapting to the new business environment.
As a result profound changes are hitting the world of work and this is affecting the
very core of the international mobility sector making it a highly dynamic place.
Businesses are now faced with scenarios they could scarcely have expected just a
few months ago.
Where is their growth coming from? What work do they need doing? Who do they
employ? Where do they employ them? How do they employ them? And how do they
look after them?
These are just some of the questions advisers operating in this area must deal with.
All this means advisers are now an even more integral part of the overseas
placement process and must tailor their businesses to reflect that.
It is no longer a case of finding a suitable health insurance product and sending the
client merrily on their way, if it ever was that simple.
Now intermediaries have to take on the whole range of support, risk assessment
and intelligence information provision in an extremely volatile time.
The highly experienced panel taking part in this Health & Protection IPMI-focused
roundtable debate gave their insight into this complex landscape and how they are
meeting the challenges of this evolving world.
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FAIL TO PREPARE,
PREPARE TO FAIL

The demands of pre-placement planning mean advisers are spending
months longer on far more details, Owain Thomas hears

he concept of an easy,
straight-forward or standard
international placement has
been blown away in the last 18
months and as a result advisers are now
more vital for their clients than ever.
While every situation in global travel has
its complexities, two years ago there were
some locations or movements which could
have been considered somewhat routine.
But then the Covid-19 pandemic arrived
and now for those firms looking to place
people abroad nothing is routine and
subsequently pre-placement planning has
ballooned in importance.

T

For obvious reasons this is particularly
heightened regarding client health and, as
the Health & Protection roundtable panel
discussed, this puts more pressure on the
adviser to find the right solution.
“There is a hell of a lot to do around
pre-assignment,” explained Sarah Dennis,
head of international at Towergate Health
& Protection.
“I think that’s the real big key before
people travel; knowing where they’re
going, knowing what’s going to be available
or not and being able to do pre-health
screenings.
“The cost of reassigning people overseas
is astronomical so companies want to
know where they’re spending money and
what kind of impact that can be.
“Not all assignments work out, so we
want to be able to support customers in
knowing who they’re sending overseas,
how well they are and where they’re
actually going into.”
One of the most difficult things when
considering the impact of the pandemic is
the locations which have been hit in
different ways or have been slower with
vaccine take-up.
And this is far from restricted to the less
economically developed world, as
preconceptions might have it.
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“YOU COULD LOOK AT
A LOT OF THE DEVELOPED
WORLD AND CONSIDER
HOW SLOW THEY WERE
IN GETTING THE VACCINE
IN PLACE”

Sarah Dennis, head of international
at Towergate Health & Protection

In some cases, western nations or
regions which previously appeared green
on risk maps before Covid, have seen the
lack of availability of healthcare in the
middle of the pandemic turn them red. This
has in-effect made some locations no-go
areas that 18 months ago would not have
been given a second thought.
But there are other factors to consider
as well, as Berwick Devoil Healthcare
Limited director Guy Jones pointed out.
“You could look at a lot of the developed
world and consider how slow they were in
getting the vaccine in place,” Jones said.
“Places like Australia, Singapore and
Hong Kong, where you’d expect things to
be really advanced, but clients need a
better understanding as well of the
individual needs for the individual locations.”
Vaccines have also provided more angst
for advisers and employers when people
are already on location, with many
examples of employees being offered the
Russian vaccine or others locally made.
With these vaccines often not approved
or formally recognised by regulators in
western countries this has left staff
wanting access to the same jabs being
given in their home nation.
So advisers can be faced with the
pointed problem of helping those
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Adam Harding, divisional
director of international
benefits at Howden
Employee Benefits

“THERE’S COMPLEXITIES AROUND VISAS, PRE-EXISTING
HEALTH PROBLEMS, GOING WITH FAMILIES, OR WITHOUT
FAMILIES, ALL KINDS OF ISSUES”
companies get their staff to locations
where they can have those preferred
vaccinations.
“We as brokers have to be well equipped
to support that, working with providers to
make sure staff can get the vaccine they
need and not be the test dummy to see if
the unauthorised vaccine works or not,”
Dennis continued.
“And in certain countries, people are
being charged a lot of money to have a
vaccine. Whereas we’re fortunate in the
UK to have it rolled out free, that’s not the
case in certain countries.

“I know even in Dubai they were
charging for not just one jab, but two jabs,”
she added.
Other attendees also noted that not
only has the pandemic added
complexities through its own impact,
but the changing population of travellers
has been another variable.
And non-health-related requirements
are becoming more important as well given
the global context. “I agree, there’s no sort
of traditional expat anymore,” said Adam
Harding, divisional director of international
benefits at Howden Employee Benefits.

“It’s not your ordinary worker going
over to the UAE now; they come in
so many different shapes and sizes
and nationalities.
“There’s complexities around visas,
pre-existing health problems, going with
families, or without families, all kinds
of issues.”
That was echoed by Nugent Santé chief
executive Paul Nugent, who emphasised
the importance of getting to know clients
and their requirements as deeply as
possible as soon as possible.
“The only thing that’s going to improve
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the advice we give is starting off with that
structured fact find incorporating
everything to understand the full
landscape,” he said.
“Companies know they have to do
something, but they do not know what
we know. It comes down to the fact find
and the more in depth you do it – that’s the
only way you can put everything together
for a client.”
All these extra requirements and the
ever-changing situation around the world
mean the time taken to instigate a
placement has soared.

Illustrating the point, UnitedHealthcare
Global group sales director for EMEA John
Kaye revealed the eye-opening results of
some of the insurer’s research.
“We move a lot of people around the
world and did a study within our
organisation which found an assignment
that used to take seven or eight weeks to
work out, has since become seven or eight
months,” Kaye explained.
“So the time employers are spending on
pre-assignment now is huge along with the
amount those people facilitating the
mobility process have to think about.

“There is definitely a need to be
prepared and understand the risks of an
individual going from one place to the next,
whether that’s for two weeks or two years.
“That used to be the preserve of
perhaps oil and gas industries who were
sending people to remote locations. Well,
now all clients are attuned to that.”
Others agreed, noting that advisers
needed to be international employee
benefits specialists now because the role
was about more than just arranging
medical insurance – it has become
all-encompassing around each assignment.
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“THEY MAY HAVE
CHILDREN THAT MAY NOT
SETTLE WELL AND ONE OF
THE MASSIVE INCREASES
WE HAVE SEEN IS THE
MENTAL HEALTH IMPACT
ON THE CHILDREN”
“You have to have structure, if you’re
going to offer a service, you should be
seeing a structure in it all the way
through,” Towergate’s Dennis noted.
“From the moment someone’s thinking
about going overseas or a company
thinking about expanding you should be
following them through the entire globally
mobile assignment.
“You need to make sure they have
access to wellbeing benefits, pre-health
assessments, making sure they’ve got
medical cover that’s adequate for where
they’re going to meet mandatory
requirements, licensing requirements
and so on.
“But it’s not just about the employee,
it’s about the family members that are

going too, and we should never forget that
because they’re the ones that generally
could lead to an assignment failing
because someone may not settle well
into a country.
“They may have children that may not
settle well and one of the massive
increases we have seen is the mental
health impact on the children and the
dependents of the employees that are not
near family,” she added.
But even as the immediate impact of the
pandemic is beginning to ease across the
world, and there is hope to look forward,
there is still the need to consider what will
come next?
A key part of that planning is in
product selection and how insurers will

James Dwyer, managing director
of Health Cover Global

continue to offer cover to those affected
by the pandemic.
Thus, one early trend has alarmed
James Dwyer, managing director of
Health Cover Global, who is concerned
about how insurers will handle Covid-19 as
a pre-existing condition.
“We have started to see it as an
exclusion, and some of the experience
is quite broad as a respiratory issue, and
I’m just interested to see where this goes,”
he said.
“We still don’t know a lot about the
effects of long Covid and the effects of
Covid generally. But to see so quickly,
some insurers taking this as a pre-existing
condition and excluding quite a lot in the
future is a little bit of a worry,” he
concluded.

EXPERTISE. INNOVATION. EXCELLENCE
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FINDING THE RIGHT
PIECE OF THE WORKING
PATTERNS PUZZLE
Meeting the rapidly evolving world of work brings challenges for advisers
around local nationals, international partnerships and unprecedented
demands, hears Owain Thomas

he world of work is undergoing
massive changes – probably
the most significant for a
generation and almost
certainly the biggest since the personal
computer drove us away from paper and
onto screens.
Unsurprisingly these changes are
having considerable knock-on effects to
the global mobility and international
healthcare markets and that means
advisers need to adapt.
As the Health & Protection roundtable
panel discussed, as companies start to
think about how they change the way they
work, advisers and insurers must be able
to meet their business plans.
The Covid-prompted boom in working
from home has subsequently empowered
many employees and reassured many
businesses that remote working is a step
they can be comfortable in taking.
The response has been overwhelming in
terms of sheer demand and the variety of
situations now appearing, and this leaves
companies asking serious questions of
their healthcare policies.
Guy Jones, director of Berwick Devoil
Healthcare Limited, was first on the panel
to raise the issue of employees who want
to work from abroad.

T

“If your employer is giving you private
medical insurance in the UK, is the
expectation for that to be maintained
outside the UK?” he asked.
“Do you think that should be paid for
them to be in Barbados or Spain?
“We have a client who has an employee
that spends three weeks out of every four
living in Spain. I think that’s the challenge
for some employers and insurers.”
Other members of the panel agreed the
new wave of employee power and job
control was having significant effects
across many organisations and had
opened the door to difficult decisions.
One example came from a client where
an employee wanted to work in their
holiday home in France, which the
employer allowed - but this then opened a
different can of worms.
“The spouse who was also covered
by the healthcare policy was in
ongoing cancer treatment so while
we can try to get a local French policy
or expat product, they are not going to
cover that pre-existing condition,”
explained Howden Employee Benefits
divisional director of international benefits
Adam Harding.
“Companies will have to be very quick,
be strict and robust upon their policies
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Guy Jones, director of Berwick
Devoil Healthcare Limited

ONE OF THE MOST TAXING QUESTIONS ADVISERS FACE IN
THIS DEVELOPING GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT – THE
PROSPECT OF BUILDING INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
for relocating employees making these
movements out of personal choice,
because otherwise they can tie
themselves up in knots.
“It’s very difficult because if they put the
whole company on an expat style policy
suddenly the healthcare costs are four or
five times what they were and that’s just
not practical.
“So companies are going to have to
come up with strict policies and treat
everyone the same.”
But that is just one step. The changing
work environment has gone much further

than just empowering employees who may
want to eschew the office or even their
notional home country.
John Kaye, group sales director for
EMEA at UnitedHealthcare Global, outlines
some of the key questions and
considerations going through the minds of
business leaders, and where the insurer is
in its response.
“They are asking how working changes
are impacting the whole model of getting
their business done? For example, should
they rely on local staff or use shorter
assignments?” Kaye said.

“That feels like where we are now. We
are trying to understand which of these
trends will perpetuate for the long term,
what our role will be and what additional
services on top of the insurance policy are
going to be valuable and useful.
“What capability should we offer to a
client who wants to engage and find their
own processes of travel risk management?”
Others agreed, noting they were seeing
fewer traditional expat assignments and
more companies looking to employ the
best talent they can wherever they are,
typically as local nationals.
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John Kaye, group sales director for
EMEA at UnitedHealthcare Global,

This was particularly beneficial for
companies growing rapidly but uncertain
where that growth would come from
around the world. However, that adds
complexity with differing legislation for
local nationals and expats.
James Dwyer, managing director of
Health Cover Global, noted the firm was
seeing a strong desire for local
employment from corporate clients which
had only begun in earnest this year.
“We’re working on about half a dozen
tenders at the moment, and they’re all in
that situation where they’re saying they

don’t know where the growth is coming
from,” he explained.
“They are growing hugely, but it is local
and it does cause us a few more
difficulties in not knowing what market we
might have to work in.
“Up until that point, it was a UK-based
company sending Brits abroad, and it was
easier to manage.
“But we’re now asking ourselves, if we
don’t already have a footprint there or a
relationship with a partner out there, do we
need to get that long term as well?”
That final point is one of the most taxing

questions advisers face in this developing
global environment – the prospect of
building international partnerships.
As more nations and jurisdictions
introduce more onerous regulations
around healthcare for immigrant workers
and as the employment of local nationals
also grows, it is becoming harder to ignore.
Indeed, Sarah Dennis, head of
international at Towergate Health &
Protection agreed wholeheartedly that it is
no longer a nice to have option but a
necessity to offer a full service to clients.
“This is why as intermediaries dealing
internationally, it’s really important now
that we actually have access in-country
with partners that are on the ground that
understand the trends going on, that can
relate to equivalent companies they are
already dealing with themselves,” she said.
“It’s vital that we have access to
information of what’s mandatory, what’s
legislation and we can tap into that at
any point.
“You can rely on insurance providers to
try and support that, but I don’t believe it is
their position necessarily to actually be
able to tell us everything that goes on
globally around the world,” she added.
Harding concurred, noting that local
regulations were driving the need for more
local arrangements for insurers as well as
advisers.
“You can see more regularly that these
areas are basically mandating locally
funded healthcare because they want to
keep the spend of healthcare within their
country,” he said.
“And the more you have travellers that are
potentially going to be healthcare claims,
they don’t want them becoming reliant upon
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Paul Nugent, chief
executive of
Nugent Santé

“IF YOU ARE EMPLOYING
THOSE PEOPLE, YOU
REALLY SHOULD BE
OFFERING COVER ACROSS
THE WHOLE WORKFORCE,
BUT HOW THAT GETS
HARMONISED ACROSS THE
WORLD IS ANOTHER ISSUE”
their state without having contributed
towards the healthcare in that country.
“So maybe it’s down to insurers to
basically just get a fronting solution in
every single location across the globe, and
it’ll make our lives a lot simpler.”
This brought up the question of
products and how insurers were adapting
their offerings to this changing world.
The panel suggested there could be a
massive swing to see more providers
establishing facilities globally and that
products should undergo a major overhaul,
becoming more flexible and adaptable
– that off-the-shelf plans were becoming
less suitable for modern assignments.
While country-specific products may be
a step too far, regional plans that meet
mandatory requirements are seen as

something insurers should definitely be
considering.
Responding to that point,
UnitedHealthcare Global’s Kaye
acknowledged that despite providers
spending a lot of time and energy putting
solutions in key locations, those key
locations are growing rapidly.
“That’s the challenge, how many more of
these varieties do we need to adapt to?”
he noted.
“Whereas 20 years ago it was more or
less one size fits all, although it didn’t feel
like it at the time, that’s kind of gone.
“There is an understanding now that this
is a much more complex beast to fit
together and the advice and the solutions
will evolve over time, and it’s companies
that will drive us there.”

Ultimately it all returns to the decisions
that employers must make regarding their
workforces.
As Paul Nugent, chief executive of
Nugent Santé, summarised: “If you are
employing those people, you really
should be offering cover across
the whole workforce, but how that
gets harmonised across the world is
another issue.
“I think medical insurance is a must,
but there needs to be a more tiered
approach to the benefits system.”
And noting demand from businesses
and their employees for digital interaction
and connectivity, he concluded: “There’s
going to have to be a lot of investment
from some of the insurers out there that
are quite antiquated.”
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REFRESHING YOUR
EMPLOYEE WELLBEING
PROGRAMMES
by Janette Hiscock, CEO UnitedHealthcare Global, Europe

reating employee wellbeing
policies can be a complex task
for many employers. However,
as the Covid-19 pandemic
continues through 2021, employers may
want to counteract the difficulties
employees are facing outside of work by
creating a secure and healthy place of
employment, whether it is a virtual
workplace or in the normal place of work.
Outlined below are a few considerations
for employers reviewing or revisiting
employee wellbeing strategies.

C

1) SUPPORTING HEALTHY BEHAVIOURS

Without the green light from employers,
some employees may avoid leaving their
laptop for longer than a few minutes in
case an urgent email comes in, which can
result in employees sitting at desks for
long periods of time. However, if employers
have a flexible approach and make it clear
to employees that not only is it acceptable,
but encouraged, to go for a lunchtime walk
or run then all employees should find time
to build some movement into the day.
If some employees are struggling to find
motivation for exercise, employers could
encourage the use of apps and virtual
services. For example, UnitedHealthcare
Global’s Optum My Wellbeing app has
various fitness challenges, such as step
counts, which employees can take part in.
Progress can be tracked by the employee
alone, or there is the option to track
progress against others across the globe.
This can make it easier for employees to
keep in touch with friends and family –
great for both the body, mind and building
a community spirit.
In addition, employers can show support
for employees looking to lead a healthy
lifestyle by offering workshops on a range

of different wellbeing issues beyond
fitness, from diet to sleep. Remote working
shouldn’t get in the way of this; there is no
reason why a workshop with a nutritionist
or a mental health expert can’t occur
virtually.

2) ONGOING WORKING FROM
HOME SUPPORT

Working from home will continue to be an
ever-present feature for many officeworkers so employers should check-in
with employees to understand what
changes can be made to improve working
from home conditions. From desk chairs to
standing desks, there are a variety of
solutions that formal assessments can
help identify to solve issues caused by
working from home, such as
uncomfortable seating. These
assessments may be required to be
conducted periodically by either company
policy or local legislation, and even if this is
not the case, employers may want to
consider conducting ergonomic
assessments virtually with employees to
confirm the right measures are in place to
keep employees comfortable when
working from home.

3) THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPLOYEE
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES

Ensuring access to a suitable employee
assistance programme (EAP) should
always be a priority for employers, in fact,
a recent survey from Optum showed that
42% of employees think it is very
important for employers to offer
programmes and services to address
mental health - which is exactly what an
EAP does. EAPs can be accessed virtually
or by phone, which means employees
don’t have to rely on face-to-face

interaction and offer users many services
from counselling to mental wellbeing and
financial and legal advice.
With the continued uncertainty in the
world, anxiety and stress remain present
among the global workforce so employers
must continue to remind employees that
EAP services exist to support mental and
physical wellbeing. Counselling services
can be invaluable for employees struggling
with mental health by offering support
from a trained professional. Maintaining
employee mental health and resilience is
critical to ensuring a productive and happy
workforce.
For employers, taking the time to
consider overall employee wellbeing
strategies with a fresh perspective can
help clarify tweaks or changes that need
to be made to improve overall employee
wellbeing. If employers can successfully
adapt wellbeing policies to be beneficial in
line with the shifting global landscape, this
may lead to a happier, healthier workforce.
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